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Abstract
In this note we compare the randomized extended Kaczmarz (EK) algorithm and
randomized coordinate descent (CD) for solving the full-rank overdetermined linear
least-squares problem and prove that CD needs less operations for satisfying the same
residual-related termination criteria. For the general least-squares problems, we show
that running first CD to compute the residual and then standard Kaczmarz on the re-
sulting consistent system is more efficient than EK.
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1 Introduction
Given matrix A∈Rm×n and vector b∈Rm, the linear least-squares (LS) problem consists of
finding x ∈ Rn such that ‖b−Ax‖2 is minimum. Unless explicitly stated, we consider the
full-rank overdetermined problem, i.e. m ≥ n and rankA = n. Besides standard solutions
based on orthogonal triangularization or the normal equations, significant recent interest
was focused on randomized algorithms, showing clear benefits for certain categories of
problems, especially for large dimensions and sparse matrices.
There are two main classes of randomized algorithms for the LS problem, both based
on simple iterated projection operations. In coordinate descent (CD) [2], at iteration k, the
current residual is projected onto a random column of the matrix A, in order to obtain the
optimal LS update of a single element of the current approximation of the solution x(k).
In the Kaczmarz algorithm [6], the solution x(k) is projected onto the hyperplane defined
by a random row of the matrix A and the respective element of b, thus obtaining the next
approximation x(k+1). Unlike CD, randomized Kaczmarz converges only when the sys-
tem Ax= b is consistent. Otherwise, it hovers around the LS solution, within guaranteed
bounds [3]. This behavior is natural, since at each iteration the approximated solution sat-
isfies exactly an equation of the system Ax= b, which is not the case in general for the LS
solution. Convergence to the LS solution can be achieved if sub-optimal steps are used, see
e.g. [1] and the references therein, and the step length goes to zero; however, convergence
speed may become very slow.
To fix this drawback, the extended Kaczmarz (EK) algorithm, in both randomized [7]
and original deterministic [5] forms, simultaneously builds an approximation of the residual,
such that a consistent system is asymptotically obtained, and applies Kaczmarz iterations for
the current approximation of this system. Thus, the algorithm converges to the LS solution.
We show in this note that EK consists in fact of CD and Kaczmarz iterations, thus
combining both classes of randomized algorithms. Since CD can find on its own the LS
solution, we argue that EK can never be faster than CD, neither in terms of number of
iterations, nor in terms of number of operations. So, we conclude that randomized CD
should be preferred over EK in all situations, for overdetermined LS problems. We discuss
also the general LS problem (not full rank) and show that EK can be safely replaced by CD
followed by the usual Kaczmarz for better practical behavior. Other combinations of the
algorithms are possible for providing early estimates of the solution, like EK.
The notation resembles that from [7]. We denote by A(i) and A( j) the i-th row and
j-th column of matrix A, respectively, both seen as column vectors. The scalar product of
two vectors is denoted 〈·, ·〉 and [m] = {1, . . . ,m}. The i-th unit vector is ei. To distinguish
between algorithms, we add the subscript EK, CD or K (the latter for standard Kaczmarz)
to variables having the same meaning, but different values for the three algorithms. We
denote xo the solution of the LS problem and R(A) the range of A. The 2-norm is used
for vectors and matrices unless otherwise stated.
2 Extended Kaczmarz vs coordinate descent
Algorithm 1 shows a slightly modified version of the randomized EK from [7]. Besides
non-significant permutations of the steps and some different explanations, only step 6 is
new here and does not affect the final outcome. Let us first discuss the structure of the
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Algorithm 1: Randomized Extended Kaczmarz
Data: Matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vector b ∈ Rm, stopping tolerances εCD, εK
Result: Least-squares solution x ∈ Rn minimizing ‖b−Ax‖
1 Initialize r(0)CD = b, x
(0)
CD = 0, x
(0)
EK = 0.
2 for k = 0,1,2, . . . do
3 Pick jk ∈ [n] with probability p j = ‖A( j)‖22/‖A‖2F , j ∈ [n]
4 Find optimal coordinate descent step: µ = 〈r
(k)
CD,A( jk )〉
‖A( jk )‖
2
2
5 Update CD residual: r(k+1)CD = r
(k)
CD−µA( jk)
6 Update CD solution: x(k+1)CD = x
(k)
CD +µe jk
7 Pick ik ∈ [m] with probability qi = ‖A(i)‖22/‖A‖2F , i ∈ [m]
8 Update EK solution: x(k+1)EK = x
(k)
EK +
〈b−r
(k+1)
CD ,eik 〉−〈x
(k)
EK ,A
(ik )〉
‖A(ik )‖22
A(ik)
9 Check every 8min(m,n) iterations and terminate if both following conditions
hold
‖ATr
(k)
CD‖2
‖A‖2F‖x
(k)‖2
≤ εCD (1)
‖b−r
(k)
CD−Ax
(k)‖2
‖A‖F‖x(k)‖2
≤ εK (2)
algorithm and explain its relation with CD. For further reference, we denote
r(k) = b−Ax(k) (3)
the residual at iteration k.
The EK algorithm, as presented in [7], has two intertwined parts. In the first, a residual
is built, converging to the optimal residual b−Axo of the LS problem. At each iteration,
a column jk is picked randomly as in step 3 of Algorithm 1, and the residual is projected
onto the orthogonal complement of this column, thus obtaining a new residual (smaller in
size than the previous because of the projection). However, this is exactly what CD does
and that is why we denote this residual r(k)CD. Indeed, in CD, the residual is projected onto
column jk in order to find the optimal update of the jk-th element of the solution, as in step
4 (this projection maximizes the decrease of ‖b−Ax(k+1)‖ if only the jk-th coordinate of
x(k) is modified). After updating the solution as in step 6, the new residual from step 5 is
indeed
r
(k+1)
CD = b−Ax
(k+1)
CD = b−Ax
(k)
CD−µA( jk) = r
(k)
CD −µA( jk)
and is orthogonal on column jk, as one can easily check by plugging in the expression of
the optimal update µ :
〈r
(k+1)
CD ,A( jk)〉= 〈r
(k)
CD −µA( jk),A( jk)〉= 0.
So, steps 3-5 of EK compute the CD residual. Only one more arithmetic operation per
iteration is necessary to update the CD solution, as in step 6.
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We conclude that Algorithm 1 without steps 7 and 8 is actually the randomized CD
algorithm, which converges to the LS solution, i.e. x(k)CD → xo, r
(k)
CD → b−Axo, see [2], or
[4] for a more general treatment. (The probabilities p j are also taken like in the randomized
CD.) In step 9, CD needs only the stopping criterion (1), which shows that the residual has
become nearly orthogonal on R(A). Note that the stopping criterion (2) is irrelevant for
CD, since b− r(k)CD −Ax
(k)
CD = 0 by definition (3). In what follows, we understand by CD
the algorithm described in this paragraph, with x(k)CD used in (1).
The second part of Algorithm 1, steps 7 and 8, implements a Kaczmarz iteration for the
LS problem
Ax= b−r
(k)
CD. (4)
Since CD converges to the LS solution, the above system becomes asymptotically consistent
and hence the Kaczmarz iterations converge also to the true solution, as shown in [7]. Both
stopping criteria from step 9 are now necessary; as above, the criterion (1) shows that the
residual has converged; the criterion (2) shows that the Kaczmarz iterations have converged
and hence a solution to (4) has been found. In [7], the tolerances εCD and εK are equal, but
we take them different for the sake of generality. Formally, EK is Algorithm 1 with x(k)EK
used in the stopping criteria (1) and (2) of step 9.
Remark 1 The above presentation of the CD and EK algorithms allows a quick assessment.
CD computes an approximation of the optimal residual of the LS problem and produces an
approximation of the LS solution which always satisfies (4). EK computes an approxima-
tion of the LS solution by approximating the solution of (4), a system depending on the CD
residual. So, EK builds an approximation based on the CD approximation; EK aims to a
target that is driven by CD. By its very principle, EK should need more iterations than CD
to meet the same stopping criterion. We give below a formal proof of this fact.
Proposition 1 In average (over the random draw of columns and rows), CD terminates in
less iterations than EK. Also, CD needs less arithmetic operations than EK.
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition for a literal implementation of Algorithm 1,
where the random columns jk are the same for EK and CD. Then, by averaging, the same
relations hold.
We can safely assume that the EK and CD solution approximations have similar magni-
tudes, i.e. the values ‖x(k)EK‖ and ‖x
(k)
CD‖ do not make the stopping criterion (1) significantly
different for EK and CD, especially near convergence, the LS solution being unique. The
stopping criterion (1) depends only on the CD residual, so EK cannot stop earlier than CD.
As mentioned above, the stopping criterion (2) is always met for CD because (4) holds ex-
actly for x(k)CD. So, again, EK cannot stop earlier than CD. Hence, CD needs at most the
same number of iterations as EK to terminate.
The number of arithmetic operations per iteration is also in favor of CD, since CD needs
only a subset of the operations of EK (step 6 is negligible with respect to the others). CD
needs about 4m operations per iteration (steps 4 and 5 dictate the complexity), while EK
needs about 4m+4n (steps 4, 5 and 8).
Of course, when the CD and EK algorithms are separately implemented, then the ran-
dom columns are different and it may happen that EK terminates faster than CD, due to a
more favorable draw of columns.
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Proposition 1 describes the relation between CD and EK from a strictly computational
viewpoint, that of algorithm termination. However, the relation between their residuals can
be more precisely qualified.
Proposition 2 Asymptotically, the residuals of CD and EK satisfy ‖r(k)EK‖ ≥ ‖r
(k)
CD‖.
Proof. Define
rˆ
(k)
EK = b−r
(k)
CD−Ax
(k)
EK
(3)
= A(x
(k)
CD−x
(k)
EK) (5)
the residual of the system (4) that EK actually attempts to solve at iteration k. It results that
r
(k)
EK = r
(k)
CD + rˆ
(k)
EK. (6)
Since CD converges to the solution of the LS problem, its residual tends to become orthog-
onal to the range of A, thus (5) implies that
〈r
(k)
CD, rˆ
(k)
EK〉 → 0.
Hence one can infer from (6) that, asymptotically, ‖r(k)EK‖ ≥ ‖r(k)CD‖.
The above Propositions show that CD reaches its target faster than EK. Of course, a
smaller residual does not necessarily mean that the solution approximation is closer to the
LS optimum, although this is more likely. In this context, one may wonder if the conver-
gence speed is indeed different for the two algorithms.
Remark 2 In [7, Th.2.3], the CD residual is shown to satisfy the relation
E{‖r(k)CD−ro‖
2} ≤
(
1−
1
κ2F(A)
)k
‖b−ro‖
2, (7)
where ro = b−Axo is the optimal residual and κF(A) = ‖A‖F‖A†‖, with A† the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse of A. The average in (7) is taken over the random column indices
generated in step 3 of Algorithm 1. Since
A(x
(k)
CD −xo) = ro−r
(k)
CD,
it results from (7) that
E{‖x(k)CD−xo‖
2} ≤
(
1−
1
κ2F(A)
)k
‖A†‖2 · ‖b−ro‖2, (8)
On the other side, [7, Th.4.1] shows that the EK solution satisfies
E{‖x(k)EK −xo‖
2} ≤
(
1− 1
κ2F(A)
)⌊k/2⌋
C, (9)
where C is a constant of no interest here.
Although the bounds (8) and (9) are not necessarily tight, they suggest that CD con-
verges faster than EK, supporting the results of Propositions 1 and 2.
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3 The general LS problem
Reminding that all the previous discussion was for full-rank overdetermined LS problems,
let us look at the other cases. Consider first underdetermined systems, but still full-rank. In
this case, the system Ax= b is consistent and it is well known that the standard Kaczmarz
algorithm converges to the LS solution. There is no need of residual approximation, since
the residual is zero, hence the CD part of EK is useless.
We pass now to the general LS problem, in which the matrix A has arbitrary rank, and
for which the deterministic EK algorithm [5] was originally intended. The LS solution is
that with minimum norm ‖x‖2, among those minimizing the residual ‖b−Ax‖2. In this
case, due to their specific projection operations, CD can minimize the residual, but not find
a solution with minimum norm, while Kaczmarz can minimize the norm of the solution (if
properly initialized with x(0) ∈ R(AT )), but not that of the residual. EK combines their
strengths to find the LS solution.
We argue that, however, there are better ways to combine the two algorithms than in-
tertwining them as in EK. We propose to run first CD for estimating the (nearly) optimal
residual rCD ≈ ro and only then Kaczmarz for finding the least norm solution of the consis-
tent system
Ax= b−rCD. (10)
We name CD+K this algorithm. We note that the general idea of running CD before Kacz-
marz is mentioned in [7] (where CD is named ”orthogonal projection”); however, the au-
thors settle there for the specific form of EK and discuss CD and K only separately.
Remark 3 In average, CD+K should need less Kaczmarz iterations than EK. We cannot
give a rigorous proof, but give below two heuristic arguments supporting the above asser-
tion.
Argument 1. Since the CD operations are independent of the other operations in EK,
it takes the same number of iterations for CD and EK to satisfy the stopping criterion (1).
Running Kaczmarz after CD has the advantage that it works from the start on the (nearly)
consistent system to be solved. In EK, the Kaczmarz iterations are made for the system (4),
which is only an approximation of the final consistent system (10).
More intuitively, while CD goes straightly to its target, the Kaczmarz part of EK takes
a detour. Running first CD should be more efficient because CD sets the final target, then
K goes directly to it. Both CD and K use their full power. So, it is natural to expect less
Kaczmarz iterations in CD+K than in EK.
Argument 2. Let us take a look at the convergence speed. In [7, Th.3.4], the Kaczmarz
algorithm is shown to satisfy the relation
E{‖x(k)K −xo‖
2} ≤
(
1−
1
κ2F(A)
)k
‖x
(0)
K −xo‖
2. (11)
The constant bounding the convergence speed is the same as for CD, see (8). So, the discus-
sion from Remark 2 applies also here, suggesting that CD+K has better convergence speed
than EK.
Remark 4 One may argue that EK still has an advantage over CD+K: rough approxima-
tions of the solution are earlier available. Indeed, in CD+K we have to wait for the whole
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CD part before approximations of the solution are computed. A possible fix is to recognize
that between EK and CD+K there is a whole family of algorithms, organized as follows.
First CD is run with a tolerance εˆCD > εCD. Then EK is run, initialized with the residual
produced by CD, until one of the stopping criteria (1) or (2) is satisfied. If (2) is satisfied
we stop, otherwise we run Kaczmarz on the now nearly consistent system, initializing with
the solution produced by EK, until (2) is met. We name CD+EK+K this algorithm. Again,
we expect it to be faster than EK, the arguments being similar to those in Remark 3. If εˆCD
is large, only few CD iterations are made, hence approximations of the solution are quickly
available.
Remark 5 Running Kaczmarz after CD has a nice alternative interpretation. In this context,
the Kaczmarz iteration has the form (see step 8 of Algorithm 1)
x
(k+1)
K = x
(k)
K +
〈b−rCD,eik〉− 〈x
(k)
K ,A
(ik)〉
‖A(ik)‖22
A(ik) = x
(k)
K +
〈xCD−x
(k)
K ,A
(ik)〉
‖A(ik)‖22
A(ik), (12)
where we have used the equality 〈b− rCD,eik〉 = 〈AxCD,eik〉 = 〈xCD,A(ik)〉. Denoting
q
(k)
K = xCD−x
(k)
K , it results from (12) that
q
(k+1)
K = q
(k)
K −
〈q
(k)
K ,A
(ik)〉
‖A(ik)‖22
A(ik). (13)
This is a projection operation on the orthogonal complement of the ik-th row of A, dual
to the CD operation of projecting the residual on the orthogonal complement of column
jk (step 5 of Algorithm 1). Hence, q(k)K tends to the component of q(0)K that is orthogonal
on R(AT ). Initializing with q(0)K = xCD, which corresponds to the natural initialization
x
(0)
K = 0, the iteration (13) converges to qK satisfying xK +qK = xCD, with qK ⊥ R(AT )
and hence xK ∈R(AT ). Since AqK = 0, the Kaczmarz solution satisfies the system (10).
This means that xK =xo, since the LS solution is the unique vector from R(AT ) satisfying
(10).
So, the iteration (13) starts with xCD, for which (10) already holds, and computes its
projection onto the orthogonal complement of R(AT ). Thus, it allows the computation of
the projection of xCD onto R(AT ), which is the LS solution.
Of course, using (13) instead of (12) gives no computational advantage, but gives a dual
view to the convergence of the Kaczmarz iterations.
4 Numerical results
We have implemented Algorithm 1 in Matlab and report the performance of CD and EK
only in terms of number of iterations, reminding however that at similar number of itera-
tions CD is still faster. The algorithm has been run for a sufficiently high number of itera-
tions, without any stopping criterion. For overdetermined LS problems, we have considered
matrices belonging to two classes where EK was shown in [7] to have better performance
than other algorithms: (i) dense well-conditioned matrices, generated with randn, and (ii)
sparse random matrices with density 0.25, generated with sprandn.
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Figure 1: RMSE for dense matrices, m = 2000, n = 500.
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Figure 2: RMSE for dense matrices, m = 10000, n = 500.
We report the normalized RMSE
√
E
(
‖x(k)−xo‖2/‖xo‖2
)
, obtained by averaging
over 100 matrices from the same class. Figures 1 and 2 show the RMSE for dense matrices
with the same number of rows, n = 500, but different number of columns: m = 2000 and
m= 10000, respectively. Figure 3 shows the RMSE for sparse matrices, n = 800, m = 2000.
In all cases, the faster convergence of CD is clear. When the system is very overdetermined,
CD has a jagged convergence, alternating many small advances with few large ones, but is
still faster. For other matrix sizes, the results are similar.
To illustrate the behavior of CD+K and CD+EK+K, we have generated random matrices
A ∈ Rm×n, computed their SVD A=UΣV T , kept only the r largest singular values in Σ
while setting the others to zero, and recomputed A using the same above relation. We have
implemented CD+EK+K in a simple manner that ensures a simple evaluation: first CD is
run for N iterations, then EK for a number of iterations (that may vary depending on matrix
size and rank), then K is run for N iterations. Note that CD and K run the same number of
iterations, like in EK.
We give only one typical sample of result, for an underdetermined problem with m =
500, n = 2000, r = 400. Figure 4 shows the RMSE of the solution approximations as a
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Figure 3: RMSE for sparse matrices, m = 2000, n = 800.
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Figure 4: RMSE for dense matrices, m = 500, n = 2000, N = 2000.
function of the number of Kaczmarz iterations; the number of CD iteration is the same
for all methods, but their position in time is different. It is visible that both CD+K and
CD+EK+K need less Kaczmarz iterations to converge. Although N = 2000 for CD+EK+K,
which is a relatively small value, the performance is about the same as for CD+K; for larger
values, like N = 5000, the curves for CD+K and CD+EK+K are nearly identical; for smaller
values, the curve of CD+EK+K approaches that of EK.
All the presented curves show that the advantage of CD, CD+K or CD+EK+K over
EK is built especially in the first iterations. This corresponds well with the fact that in those
iterations the approximation of the residual is still very poor in EK, and hence the Kaczmarz
iterations do not have a good target, as explained in Remark 1 and in argument 1 of Remark
3.
5 Conclusions
The computational conclusion of all the facts presented in this note is the recommendation
to replace EK with one of the following algorithms:
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• CD, for full-rank overdetermined LS problems;
• CD+K or CD+EK+K, for rank-deficient or unknown rank problems.
(As already known, Kaczmarz replaces EK for full-rank underdetermined problems.)
In particular, for the full-rank overdetermined problem, CD is always preferable to EK,
due to the following reasons:
• In average, CD converges in less iterations than EK.
• CD needs less operations per iteration.
• CD uses only the columns of the matrix A, while EK uses both columns and rows.
The conclusions apply equally to randomized EK [7] and the less efficient deterministic
version [5].
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